Dear Librarian/Library Liaison:

I recommend that the library subscribe to *American Journal of Recreation Therapy™* ISSN: 1539-4131

I recommend this journal for the following reasons:

- **REFERENCE:** I will regularly use this journal, and will also suggest articles to colleagues and students.
- **BENEFIT TO LIBRARY:** The journal’s high quality content will benefit the research and teaching needs of our institution.
- **MY AFFILIATION:** I am a member of the editorial board and/or a regular contributing author and I strongly endorse this journal, and will use it regularly.

- **OTHER:** 

Please include this journal in your next serials review meeting with my recommendation to gain access to this journal for our library. Thank you.
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Dept: ___________________________ Tel: __________________ Email: __________________
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**Purchasing Options:**

- **Print Only Library Subscription** — print only.
- **Print Subscription with Online Access** — *American Journal of Recreation Therapy™* is available online with several years of back issues. Online access is supported in two modes: username/password mode and IP address mode. Both require Internet Explorer V7 or greater. Other browsers may work but with limited functionality.

**Site License:** Information needed for single or multiple site licenses: **Subscriber Type, Country, Number and address of physical sites, Number of FTE’s per physical site** (Full Time Employees and/or Students - people with access to the journal).

**Archive access after cancellation:** Access to the back issues is available if the subscription is maintained. If the subscription is subsequently cancelled, archive access is also cancelled.

*More information about all purchasing options can be found online at www.recreationtherapy.org*
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